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Let X1, X2 . . .  be a sequence of positive, independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) random 
variables with So = 0, S, = XI +. • • + Xn, n ~> 1. Denote by r, = sup{hi Sn ~< t}. In this paper we 
establish almost sure lower and upper bounds for M, = max{X~, X2 , . . .  , X,,, t - ST,} if the underly- 
ing distribution function has a regularly varying tail. 
AMS (1980) Subject Classifications: 60F15, 60K05. 
renewal processes * almost sure limit laws 
1. Introduction 
Let X~, X2, • • • be a sequence of positive i.i.d, random variables with P(XI <~ x) = 
F(x). Further let So = 0, Sn = X~ +- • • + X,, n ~> 1 and let r, be the largest integer 
for which &, ~< t. The main goal of this paper is to study the properties of the process 
M,= M(t)=max{X~,X2,...,X,,, t-& }. 
M, can be interpreted in its proper context, for example in a queueing process, it 
might represent the longest interval up to t without arrival of a customer. 
The present problem is originated by a problem in random walk theory: in fact, 
let R~, R2, . . .  be a sequence of i.i.d, random variables with P(R~= 1) =2-!- 
P(RI =-1)  and put 
Yo=O, Yn=R~+R2+...+R, (n ~> 1), 
Po = O, p~ = min{ i  > O; Y~ = 0}, 
&+~=min{i>&;  Y~=O} (j~>l). 
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Let/~, be the largest integer for which Or, <~ t. Then the length of the largest (not 
surely completed) excursion of the random walk { Y,} is given by 
et = max{p1, P2-Pb  . . . , P~,,-Pt~,-1, t-p,~,}. 
It is clear that the problem of studying the properties of e, is a special case of the 
problem mentioned above. In fact, if Xi = pi - pi-~, then Mt = e,. We now summarize 
some of the results describing the behaviour of et as t ~ oo. We start with a result 
of Chung and ErdSs [4], giving the best possible upper bound for e,. 
Theorem A [4; 
l imx_~f(x) = ~ and put 
Then 
5, p. 366]. Let f be a non-decreasing positive funct ion for  which 
f 
oo dx 
I ( f )=  , xf,/2(x). 
i f  I ( f )  = oo, (1.1) 
i f  I ( f )  < oo. 
The best possible lower bound for e, was established by Csfiki et al. [5]. They 
showed that 
log log n 
lim inf e. -13 a.s. (1.2) 
n--~ oo n 
where/3 is the root of the equation 
fik Y 
k=l k ! (2k -  1) 
-1 .  
(1.1) implies that 
n 
(log n) 2 
infinitely often with probability one. This shows that for some n, the random walk 
{ Y,} is essentially one excursion. On the other hand, (1.2) shows that for some n, 
the length of the longest excursion is only f in( log log n) -1, which implies that in 
these cases the random walk consists of at least 13-1 log log n excursions. The main 
theorems of the present paper extend the results in (1.1) and (1.2) to M,. 
Throughout he paper we assume that the underlying distribution function (d.f.) 
F has a regularly varying tail, i.e. 
X -Or 
1 - F (x )  - - -  x > 0, a /> 0, (1.3)  L(x)' 
with L: R + 
and 
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--> R + slowly varying (L ~ SV), which means that L is measurable, positive 
L(xt) 
lim - -  - 1 for every t > O. 
x-~ L(x) 
The number -ce in (1.3) is called the index of regular variation of 1 - F. 
Remark. In case of the random walk { Y.}, we have that 
p(p ,=2k)=(2k-2~ 1 k -3/2 
\ k -1  / 2 2k- ' '  k ~ 2v~ (k-~m) 
which means that e. is just a special version of M, when the underlying d.f. F has 
a regularly varying tail of index 1 
In the sequel we write 
L,~(x):=(Ll/°')*(xl/"), x>0,  a>0,  (1.4) 
where L* denotes the so called conjugate slowly varying function to L, see [3, 8]. 
With the definition in (1.4), it follows from de Bruyn [8] that 
x'~L(x) ~ y(x ~oo) 
if and only if 
x~ yl/~'L~(y) (y-->oo), 
To formulate our results, we also need a refined version of slow variation, provided 
by the so called 7r-variation (TrV): L:R+-->R is 7r-varying (L~ ~rV) if and only if 
there exists a function a c SV  such that 
L(xt ) -L (x)  
lira = log t, t > 0. (1.5) x-,o~ a(x) 
If (1.5) holds, de Haan [9] showed that it is always possible to take 
L(x ) - l  fo* a(x) = C(x):= L(y) dy. (1.6) 
X 
The concept of ¢r-variation was in its turn refined by Omey and Willekens [15]. 
They studied functions L satisfying 
L(xt) - L(x) - a(x) log t 
lim -A ( t )  (1.7) 
x.oo b (x )  
for some functions a, b and A. 
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If L satisfies (1.7), we call it 7r-varying with remainder (Le 7rR). It was shown 
in [15] that (1.7) holds with b e SV  if and only if 
C(xt)-C(x) 
lira - log  t, t>  O, (1.8) 
x-,~ b(x) 
where C is the function defined in (1.6). 
Furthermore if (1.7) holds, we can always take a(x)=C(x)  and A( t )= 
log t+½(log t) 2, see [15]. 
We are now ready to formulate our main results, presented in the next section. 
The proofs are collected in Section 3. 
2. Main results 
oo  
We distinguish between the two cases /z:=So x dF(x)<oo and /z =oo. First 
consider the case/x < ~. It then follows from the strong law of large numbers that 
r, 1 
--->-- a.s. 
t /x 
Hence M, can be approximated by 
U, := max{ X1, X2 , . . . ,  X t t~,-q} 
and both M, and U, have the same a.s. asymptotic behaviour. Best possible results 
on the a.s. limit behaviour of Ut were obtained by Galambos [11, Theorem 4.3.1, 
Corollary 4.3.1]. For the sake of completeness we translate his results to M,: 
Theorem 1. Let 1 - F(x)  = x-'~/ L(x) and suppose that I~ < oo. 
Let g be a positive increasing function with g( t)~oo as t--> ~,  and define 
i (g )= f~ dt 
1 g(t) 
J (g) = exp x dx 
1 g'~)" 
Then 
p{M >~(g(t/l~)),/,~L,~(g(t/iz) ) i.o.}={10 ifI(g)=oo, 
if I (g)  < oo. 
I f  furthermore t /g(t )  is nondecreasing as t~ oo, then 
P{Mt<~(g(t/tz))l/'~L,~(g(t/tz)) i.o.}={10 / fS (g )=~'  
if J(g) < oo. 
(2.1) 
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Remarks. 1. Notice that Theorem 1 holds not only for d.f. F with a regularly varying 
tail, but also extends to d.f. with a more general tail behaviour; see [11]. 
2. It follows from (2.1) that (cf. [16, p. 212]) 
lim inf M, (log log t) 1/~ 
t-.CO t ) t =/x -1/'~ a.s. (2.2) 
L,~ (log log t 
We now concentrate on the case /.~ = 00. 
Theorem 2. Let 
X -~t 
1-F (x ) - - -  
L(x)" 
0<~a<~l 
and suppose that I~ = 0o. 
A. I f  O~a<l ,  
M, 
l imsup =1 a.s. 
t-*CO t 
B. (i) I f  a = 1, 
lim inf Mt log log t_  1 
, - , o o ( t ) t  
L~) loglog t 
a.s. 
with 
t ) L~l)(x) = L(x) uL(u) du . 
(ii) I f  0 < a < 1, 
log log t 
lira inf M, - /3 (a)  a.s. 
t-~oO t 
with fl (a) the root of the equation 
co /~k - - _a  1. 
F. k! k -a  k=l 
(iii) I fa  -0 ,  1 -F~ ~rR, 
l fo o: ,~  ) -x udF(u)= \ log x  ' 
Io( ) ((I; )) x(1 -F (x ) )  u 1-1og dF(u)=O u dF(u) (X -'> OO), 
(2.3) 
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then 
liminf--=M' 1 a .s .  
t--,oo at 
where a (') <~ at<~ a~2), ( - a~l))Q(a~ ')) - tQ( a~2))~ log log t, 
1 1 -F (a )  Q(a) =-  ailo' -- u dF(u)  
o 
Theorem 2.A shows that i f /z = oo (more precisely if 0 <~ t~ < 1), nearly the whole 
interval [0, t] may be covered by only one renewal period. However we expect his 
result not to be true in the case c~ = 1. A comparison of (2.2) and Theorem 2.B 
shows that the lower bound for M, has a completely different behaviour depending 
on whether ~ < ~ or not. Indeed, in the first case the parameter dependence can 
be found in the asymptotic constant while in the second case, the parameter appears 
in the rate. Also note that in case 0 < a < 1 the slowly varying function L has no 
influence. 
The case a = 0 is very special and we have to concentrate on a special subclass 
of slowly varying functions. The technical condition in (2.3) is easily checked and 
is satisfied for a large class of functions 1 - F ~ ~rR. We remark that the bounds of 
the rate a, are only given implicitly in (2.3) since they can vary very much depending 
on the behaviour of 1 -  F, as will be shown by the following examples: 
(i) If 
x<e,  
F(x )= 0, logx 
1 -exp  log logx '  xt>e, 
then 
l im in fM, (  log logt  ) 
,-~ t log log logt  =1 a.s. 
(ii) If 
0, 
F(x)  = 1 - exp-  (log x) ~, 
x<l  
x~>l, 0< 3~< 1, 
then 
1 -7  
2 -7  
~ <  lim inf t - lM,  <~ min{½, 1 - y} 
t-.-~ oo  
a.s. 
(iii) If 
F(x )={~- - ( logx) - ,  ' 
x<e,  
x~>e, 3/>0, 
(2.4) 
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then 
lim inf t-;Mr =½ a.s. 
t---* OO 
This last example shows that in case of (2.4), M, is asymptotically equal to at 
least half  of the whole range t. In order to estimate the remaining part t - Mr, we 
prove the following. 
Lemma 3. Let M~ ~) >>- M~ 2) >!. " • be the order statistics of the sequence X~, X2, . . . ,  
X~,, t -  ST, and let F be given by (2.4). Then 
M~') + M~ 2) 
l im = 1 a.s. 
t-..~ O0 t 
Remarks. 1. It is possible to apply Theorems 1 and 2 in order to determine the 
asymptotic behaviour of 
max X~) S~' = M(S~) . S~'. l~i~n 
This ratio was investigated among others by Darling [7], Arov and Bobrov [1], and 
Mailer and Resnick [13]. 
It was shown in [13] that 
M(S~)  " S~' ~O a.s. 
and 
M(S, , ) .  S~'-~'l a.s. 
if/z <oo (a~>l)  
~0 oo if a=0 and o~ Jo udF(u)  
x(1 - F(x)) 2 dF(x)  < oo. 
Using Theorem 2.B(iii) we can also deal with the intermediate case 0 < a < 1: let 
S. ~< t < S.+~, then 
~t-~M(S.)  i fS,,<~t<-min{S.+~,S.+M(S.)}, 
t - ;M( t )=[ t - l ( t -S . )  i fmin{S.+b S.+M(S.)}<~ t<~S.+~. 
Consequently,  
t-~M(t)>~(S. +M(S.) ) - IM(S, , )  = 
Since also 
M(S.) 
I> - -  (2 .5 )  
2S. 
M(t)  M(S,,) 
l im inf ~ ~< lira inf - -  
,-.oo t ,~oo S. ' 
we have under  the conditions of Theorem 2.B.(ii) that 
lim inf M(S,~___~) log log S,, = f l(a) a.s. 
I'1 --~ O0 Sn  
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2. Several authors (see for example Logan, Mallows, Rice and Shepp [12], 
McLeish and O'Brien [14] and Csfrg6 and Horvfith [6]) investigated the properties 
of the sequence 
The case p = oo corresponds to the case discussed above. It is not clear whether our 
results can be extended to the case p < oo. 
3. The above two remarks suggest hat the limit behaviour of t-~M(t) and that 
of S~1M(S,) agree. However it is not the case. As an example we present he 
following simple result (without proof): Let F be given by (2.4) then 
lim S-~M(S.) = 1 a.s. 
r l  ---~ OO 
3. Proofs 
The proofs of the theorems heavily depend on the following lemmas which are 
interesting in their own fight. 
We denote in the sequel p(t, a) as 
p(t,a)={P(Mt<.a) ift>a,ift<~a. (3.1) 
Lemma 4. Let p(t, a) be defined in (3.1). Then 
Io p(t,a)= p(t-u,a)dF(u). 
Proof 
P(M, <<-a)= E{P(Mt <~ al X,)} 
= E {P(MI_xI < a, X 1 < al x, )}  
a 
=~oP(t-u,a)dF(u) i fO<a<~ t.
This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 5. Let a > 0 and let y (a )  be the root of  the equation 
fo ' (exp uy(a)) dF(u)  = 1. (3.2) 
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Then 
(i) /f O<a <1, 
/3(a) y(a) (a-->oo) 
a 
with/3(a) the root of the equation 
/3k a__%__l" 
k=l 
(ii) /f l<~a<oo, 
1 -F (a )  
a Y(a)~o u dF(u) 
(a~oo); 
(iii) /f a = 0 and the conditions of Theorem 2.B (iii) are satisfied, then 
y(a) l l og  1 -F (a )  (a--> oo). 
a l l o '  -- udF(u) 
a 
(3.3) 
Proof. (i) Take a > 0 such that y(a)<~ fl/a; then from the inequality 
O<~u(~-y(a)) <~exp u/3-exp uy(a), 0 < - u<~a, 
a 
we have that 
(~ ) Io' Ion( u---fl-fl-exp uy(a)) dF(u)=-(1-F(a)) exp /3 -y(a) • u dF(u)<~ exp a 
+~ (1-F(u))expU---~ du, (3.4) 
a a 
where the last equality resulted from an integration by parts and (3.2). It follows from 
~/3k E -1 
k=l k! k-or 
that/3 is the unique solution of the integral equation 
exp/3 fo /3 - v -~ exp/3v dv. 
Using this, we get from (3.4) that 
)Io av, -y(a) udF(u)<~/3(1-F(a)) k I----F~ 
With the regular variation of 1 -  F, we have that (see [9]) 
ay(a) a(1-F(a)) 
- - ~  a "0 (1)  (a - ,  oO) 
1 /3 Jo u dF(u) 
v -~) exp/3v dr. 
1--O~ 
~-  o(1) (a ~ oo). 
O/ 
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Hence it follows that lim ay(a) = 13 if the limit is taken over all points a for which 
y(a)<~/3/a. 
In the same way as above we can show that lim ay(a)=/3 if the limit is taken 
over all points a for which y(a)>-/3/a, and part (i) follows. 
(ii) Since 
eUY-- l -uy= e~ dzdv  ~ ½(uy)2, 
it follows from (3.2) that 
l= F(a)+ y u dF(u)+ R (3.5) 
with 
y Io u2dF(u)<~R<~ y u2eUYdF(u), 2 2 
Moreover, (3.5) implies that 
y(a)<~f(a): = 
1-F (a )  
a 9 
~o u dF(u) 
whence 
0<~1 y(a___)) <~ 1 fo' f ) 2(1-  F(a)) if(a) e"-a'° u 2 dF(u) = V(a). 
If a> l ,  
V(a)-  l---~-(1-F(a)) u 2 dF(u) 
2tz 2 
-2/z2 (1 -  F(a))(-a2(1 - F(a))+ 2 u(1-F(u))du) 
-2U 2 (-(a(1 - F(a)))  z + 2a(1 - F(a)) 
~0 (a~oo). 
(1-F(u))du) 
If a= l ,  
fo'U 2dF(u)''½a2(1-F(a)) (aooo), 
whence 
0<~1-~ 
f<a) ~<\ L " dF(,,) ]" 
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Since 
a(1-F(a)) { f j l - F (av)  }-~ 
So udF(u) = 1-F (a )  dv-1 -->0 (a->oo), 
the proof is completed. 
(iii) Define f(a) as the solution of the following equation: 
1-  F(a) oo (af(a))k 
= E (3.6) a 1/a So u dF(u) k=l k!k 
Since 1 -F  ~ 7rV, the left hand side in (3.6) tends to ~, whence also af(a)+ 00 if 
a + ~. Furthermore, 
E - af(a) k=~ ktk af(a-----)) 1-t t-O (a+~) ,  (3.7) 
so that, with (3.6), 
1 -F (a )  eaY(a) 1----L+O (a+oo). 
1/a ~o u dF(u)-af(a)  1 +af(a) 
We now take z(a) such that 
1 -F (a )  e "~(') 
r l  
1/aSo u dF(u) az(a)' 
a>O.  
Then for a sufficiently large we have that f(a)<~ z(a) and by use of the inequality 
(still for a large enough) 
eaf(a) eaz(a) ear(a) 
(az(a)-af(a)) <~- -  
af(a) az(a) af(a) 
= 0 a)) V (a --> oo), (3.8) 
we get that 
z(a)~f(a) (a~) .  (3.9) 
By taking 
h(a) 1, [ 1 -F (a )  [ 1 -F(a)  '~ 
=a log~ 1 /a~ ud-F(u)" l°g~ 1/a~oU -~(u)] J' a > O, 
we have that 
e ah(a) 1 -F(a)  
0 ah(a)-  1/a So u dF(u) 
whence h(a) <~ z(a). 
tl 1 -F(a)  
t l  +log log 1/a $9 u dF(u) 
1 -F(a)  
log 1/a So udF(u) 
-1 
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Applying the same inequality as in (3.8) then yields that z(a)-h(a), which, 
combined with (3.9), implies that 
1 log 1 --a F(a) (a ~ oo). 
f(a)--a I/a ~o u dF(u) 
We now show in the second part of the proof that 
y(a)-f(a) (a~oo). 
From integration by parts, we have that 
fo 1- (exp uf(a)) dF(u) 
=(1- F(a))-af(a) I] (F(a)- F(av)) exp vaf(a) dv 
=(1-F(a))-(I; u dF(u))f(a) f~ (logl)(exp vaf(a)) 
-af(a) f~ [F(a)-F(av)-(logl)(l f udF(u))l 
dv 
Since 
exp vaf(a)) dv. 
af(a) log (exp vaf(a)) dr= ~ (af(a))k 
k=l k!k ' (3.10) 
it follows from the choice of f (a)  (see (3.6)) and (3.10) that 
1- (exp uf(a)) dF(u) 
=-af(a) fj [F(a)-F(av)-(logl)( 1 
(exp vaf(a)) dv. 
Now 
F(a)-F(av)-(logl)(lI~udF(u) ) 
I 
D 
= C(av) -  C (a )+ (C(au) -  C(a)) --du 
where C(a):= 1/a Jo u dF(u). 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
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Since 1 - F E TR we have that C E TV (see (1.9)). It then follows from [2, I, 
Corollary 3.61 that for every 0 < E < 1 there exists a constant K such that for a large 
enough, 
uniformly in 2, E (0,l). 
Using this in (3.12), we get from (3.11) that for a large enough, 
I J 1- c( (exp uf(a)) dF(u) 0 
1 ’ +- J uf(u) 0 V -‘-‘(exp vuf( a) - 1) dv 
sEI$ J:udC(u)I *(expuf(u)). (3.13) 
Now take a > 0 such that JJ( a) a:f( a). Then from the inequality 
u(y(u)-f(u)) e”~‘“‘~euy’“‘-eu~‘“‘, OauSf.2, 
we have that 
J 
a 
= l- euftn) dF( u). (3.14) 
0 
Using integration by parts, we get that 
J 
n 
u eufca) dF( u) = a J ’ (F(u)-F(u~))e~~~‘“‘(l+vu~(u))dv 0 0 
and with a similar method as above, we can estimate this integral to find that 
J 
n 
u eufca) dF( u) - 
0 
(Joa um+;;;;) (~-+a). 
Combining this estimate with (3.13) and (3.14), it follows from (2.3) that 
limy(a)= 1 
“fw 
(3.15) 
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if the limit is taken over all points a for which y(a)>~f(a). Take now a > 0 such 
that y(a) <~f(a). Since 
( Io) Io a( f (a) -y(a) )  u dF(u)  <~ e us(a) dF (u) - l ,  
it follows from (2.3), (3.13) and the choice o f f (a )  that 
lim sup a( f (a ) -  y(a)) < oo. 
g/---> O0 
(3.16) 
We now apply the same inequality as in (3.14) with f(a) and y(a) interchanged, 
then by (3.13) and (3.16), 
y(a) 
lim - 1 
f(a) 
if the limit is taken over all points a for which y(a)<~f(a). Combining this with 
(3.15) proves the lemma. 
Lemma 6. Let p( t, a) and y(a) be defined as in (3.1) and (3.2). Then for every a >t0, 
there exist absolute constants C~(a), C2(a) > 0 such that 
p(t, a)= C~,(t, a) exp(-ty(a)) 
C,(O) exp(-ty(a))<~ p(t, a)<~ C2(0) exp(- ( t -a)y(a))  
if a>0,  
if c~=0, 
(3.17) 
and 
cl(a)<  ca(t, 
Proof. We first consider the case a > O. In this case Lemma 5 implies the existence 
of two constants Ll(a) >t 0 and LE(Ce) > 0 such that 
L,(a) <~ ay(a)<~ L2(a). 
Since, for t ~ a, 
1 =p(t ,  a) f>~ Ca(t, a) exp-L2(a) ,  
= C~(t, a) exp-ty(a)~ <~ C~(t, a), 
it follows that 
1 <~ C(t, a) ~ exp L2(a). (3.18) 
We now show that (3.18) also holds for t > a. Suppose that this is not the case, then 
there exists a smallest t = to> a for which C(to, a) =e t~(~) (or C(to, a) = 1). By 
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Lemma 4, 
p( to, a)= C( to, a) exp(-toy(a)) 
Io = C( to -U ,a ) . (exp- ( to -u )y (a ) )d f (u )  
= exp(-toy(a)) C(to-  u, a)(exp uy(a)) dF(u)  
< e L2(°~) exp(-toy(a)) (exp uy(a)) dF(u)  
= e L~(~) exp(-toy(a)), 
whence 
C(to, a) <e  L2(~), 
giving a contradiction. Hence (3.18) holds for'al l  t and a. 
The proof  of the case a = 0 is completely similar. The details are left to the reader. 
Proof of Theorem 2.A. Let 
~(2:)1/~L.~(2i) i fO<a <1,  
n,(i: 1, 2 , . . . )  = [. L,nV(2,) if a = 0, 
where L i"v is the inverse of L. Notice that U n'~ is well defined, since if a --0, L is 
monotone. 
Further, let 
1 
n* ' -  2 i . -  i=1 ,  , . . . .  
1 -F(n i ) '  
Define the events (i = 1, 2 , . . . )  
I °' } Ai=A,(e)= max Xj1>ni, Y. X j -  max Xi<~eni , 
~.l~j~n*i j= l  l~j~n*i 
n~+l_1 } 
Bi= max Xj/>ni+l, ~ X j -  max Xj~eni+l 
t. n~j<n"'f+ 1 j=n~ n~j<n~+ l 
and 
,*+,-1 } 
j=,,* 
j#k  
, n* <~ k < n*+l. 
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If 0 < a < 1, it follows from Feller [10] that 
p(Blk) ) A~(e) (i~oo) (3.19) 
n*+~ 
where A¢, is a stable law of index a. 
If a = 0, we have from Darling [7] that 
-1/2 
p(Blk) ) e (i~oo). (3.20t 
n*+l 
Since the events BI g) (k = n* , . . . ,  n*+~ - 1) are disjoint (provided that 0 < e < 1), 
and since 
n~+t-1 
E B} k)= B,, 
k=n~ 
it follows from (3.19) and (3.20) that 
P(B~)->C>O i fO<a <1. 
n oo Since furthermore the events ( i)~=1 are mutually independent, the BoreI-Cantel l i  
Lemma implies that the events Bi occur infinitely often (for any 0 < e < 1), which 
in turn implies that the events A~ occur infinitely often. 
Let N1 = Nl(W) < N2 = N2(to) < .  • • be a random sequence of integers such that 
AN, occurs for i = 1, 2, . . . .  Define ti = SN* where N* = (1 - F(Ni)) -~. 
Then 
t, <~ eN~ + max X~ 
and 
M,, = max Xj. 
Consequently tC, lM,, >1 (1 + E) -1 for any 1 > e > 0. Since t-lMt <- l ( t  > 0), the proof  
is finished. 
Proof of Theorem 2.B. Take e > 0. Choose a~(t) (b~(t)) as the solution of 
y(a~(t))=(l+e) 
log log t // 
t kY(b'~(t)) = ( 1 - e ) log. logt t) 
if a > 0 and let ao(t)(bo(t)) be defined by 
( t -  ao(t))y(ao(t)) =(1 + e) log log t, 
ty(bo(t)) = (1 - e) log log t. 
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Now let f be defined as 
f (a)  = 
1 log 1 - F(a) if a = 0, 
a 110  -- u dF(u)  a 
a 
1-F (a )  
fo 'U dF(u)  
i fO<a<l ,  
i fa  = 1, 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
and take c~(t) such that 
( l+e)- ly(a.( t ) )=f(c~(t))=(1-e)- ly(b,~(t))  forO<~ a ~< 1. 
It then follows from Lemma 5 that 
f(a,~(t)) f (a.(t))  
f (c.(t))  y(a.(t)) 
(1 + e)--> (1 + e) (t--> o0). 
Since f in (3.21)-(3.23) is regularly varying with a non-zero index, it follows from 
[9, Corollary 1.2.1] that 
a.(t) [ ( l+e)  -~ i f0<~a<l ,  
lina c~,(t---)-[(l+e)-" i f a= l .  (3.24) 
In the same way we can show that 
b.(t) {(1-e ) -~ i fO<~a<l  
lira c-~i~- ( l -e ) -  if a = 1. (3.25) 
By Lemma 6 and the choice of a~(t), we have that, for 04  a <~ 1, 
p(t, a,~(t)) <~ C2(a)(log t) -<1+~) 
Now take 
tk : O k, 0>1,  k=l ,2 , . . . ;  
then 
P(Mtk <a~(tk))<~ CE(a)(k log 0) -(~+~) 
whence by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma, 
Mtk >~ a~( tk ) a.s. 
for all but finitely many k. 
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Since M, is a decreasing function of t, for any tk<~ t < tk+l, we obtain that 
Mt >1 a~(tk). Choosing 0 sufficiently close to 1, we get that 
M, >/ (1 -  e)a~(t) a.s. 
if t is big enough. 
Now using (3.24) and letting e ~ 0 gives 
M, 
l iminf  />1 a.s. 
t-,oo c,~(t) 
We now turn to the proof of the converse in (3.26) and we show that 
M, 
l im in f  ~<1 a.s. ,--,oo c,~(t) 
Let a > 0, Uk = exp(k log k) and let mk be the smallest integer for which 
(k~oo) 
Sink ~ U k. 
Observe that 
Uk =o(b~(Uk+,)) 
and 
>~ eb,~(Uk+,))<~ P(X~ k >~ eb~(Uk+,) -- Uk) 
E 
<~P(Xm~b,~(Uk+,)) 
<~ P(  XI >~ 2 b,~(Uk÷l)lX,>~ Ug) 
<<- P( X1 >>-- 
2 P(X1 ~ Uk)" 
P(S~k 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
Using (3.25) and the definition of c,~(t), it follows with an application of the 
Borel-Cantelli Lemma that for every e > 0, 
Sink <~ e" ba(Uk+l) a.s. (3.28) 
for all but finitely many k. 
Let 
M(Smk, ldk+l) = max{Xmk÷,, Xm,+:,. . . ,  X~o~+ , uk+l- S~.,,~+ }, 
then by Lemma 6 and the choice of ba(t), 
P( M ( Sm~, Uk+l) < b~( Uk+l) ~ c(a)(Iog Uk+l) -~I-E) 
where c(a) is some absolute constant. 
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Hence by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma, we have that 
M(Smk, Uk+l)<~ b~(Uk+l) i.o.a.s. 
which together with (3.28) and (3.25) implies (3.27). 
Lin"(exp(k log k)) and we get the result similarly. 
In case a =0, let U k = 
Proof of Lemma 3. Let 
T = T(t)  = [2(log t) v log log t]; 
then 
P(max(X~,. . . ,  Xr) < 2t) = (F(2t)) r = (1 
Now take tk = 2k; then 
max(X~,. . . ,  Xr(,k))>/2tk a.s. 
if k is big enough. Further let tk <~ t < tk+~; then 
max(X1, . . . ,  Xro)) >I max(Xb . . . ,  WTOk)) ~ 2tk >I t. 
Hence 
max(X~,. . . ,  Xr(,))1> t a.s. 
if t is big enough. This in its turn implies that 
%<~ T. 
We now show that 
~t := #{ i :  i<~ T(t), a ( t ) -  
if t is big enough. Let 
, ) 
(log t)2~<~ X~ <<-t=fl(t) <~1 
¢* := #{i: i <~ T(2t), at(t) <~ Xi <~ fl(2t)}. 
( ( ' ) )  Pt:= P(a(t)<~X~<~fl(2t)) = log (logt)24 
log log t 
"" 272 (log t) v+l 
Since 
we have that 
, )T 1 
(log-2t)4 (t-> oo). (log t) 2 
a.s .  
--3, 
- (log 2t) -~ 
(t..-, oo), 
P(~*> 1)= 1 -  (1 -  P,) r(zt)- T(Zt ) (1 -P , )  r(2')-' 
(T(2t)P,)  2 
2 
8y 4 (log log t) 4 
(log t) 2 (t-> oo). 
.P, 
(3.29) 
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Let tk = 2 k. Then sr*k <~ 1 a.s. if k is big enough. Now take 
tk <~ t <~ tk+l. 
Since 
and 
V(t)  T(2tk) 
a( tk) <~ a(  t) < fl( t) ~ fl(2tk), 
we obtain that 
Since "rt ~ T(t )  (see (3.29)) we have that ST(,)>~ t. Clearly M~2)< t and the sum of 
those elements of the sequence XI, X2 , . . . ,  X~,, t -S~, which are smaller than a(t)  
is o(t). Hence the fact that s ~, <~ 1 a.s. implies the lemma. 
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